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Dear pill, 	 7/22/95 

I'd just sat down to write you when the phone rang, As has haepened at least 

daily recently, not long af-Per a couple of my "hellos" I heard the clielk of the broken 

connection. Checking the Caller ID I learned that as it *aye is, the call was from 

outside the area covered by the Caller ID...11;de sort of thing is one of the reasons I got 

the caller ID to begin with only to 1.4rn of its FCC limitation to the I think billing 

area. Kept it eanyway to tell us if we had local calls when not home. It was, according 

to the Caller ID at 1:46. There is no net time for this minor harassment. But it is daily 

at least. 

Going 4ong with it 1 noticed yesterday morning at about 4:40 a.m. that the 

hump caddy in the car had been moved straight back from where I keep it by at least 

two inches, maybe more. The three days a wok I have blood tests followed by p.t., I'm 
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to ell, a granola bar before the p.t. so I take a pint of icewater with me, drink it 

while reading the papers at the lab bui4ding,put coffee in it when leave the lab bldg., 

and is use the caddy for the icewater as soon as I get in the ear. Lil did not move it 

and it has teeth to keep it from slipping.ithile there may be another explanation, the 

poueibiiaity that someone was there, perhaps to 141t a bug, cannot be ignored. I do not 

mean that literally because I will do just that. I mean the possibility can't be ignored. 

It uerves little purpose to learn if we are away because we are rarely away 

other then briefly, as anyone knoviing us knows. Or who leanVed about us. 

Now about your letter of the 17th, we've had that kind of hot weather and it 

has been even hatter here than you report. We'ue had no real problems from it mostly 

beequse avoid being out in it. I hope Dick makes that a practise. ile should. It is 

never all that bad the early morning, the car is air conditioned, so are the buildings 

in which I am, andke do all we must s early as we can anyway. One o us, usually Lill 

by preference, veilks out for the mail and that is it other than shopping and that/ds 

air coditioned. 

I'm surprised at the C & G ad for Newman's book. Perhaps the early sales in- 

dications are that promising, perhaps it was placed early with the publishing lag, but 

it represents a real cost and they are cheap with pennies with me. If they've sent 

any revieu)eopies of either of my books out I've not heard of it. And with NA! Ilvd 

made six requests for copies that are without response. I offered to pay for them, too. 

So I have no books to use in any effort to promote it. As they knew it would mean. 

Newman's is a very bad book and very dishonest. Aside from what can be attributed 

to subject-matter ignorance. The Malaysian cejis who are retyping what I wrote brought 

Lhe last half itesterday. I went over and corrected two chapters before daylight and 

that Brought me to where I'm adding aiphapter. I did get started on that and had to lay 

it aside. What this means is tha4efore long I'll be able to send some of you diskettes 

of it.It is roggh. I started it as a memo and then switched to hook for so that perhaps 
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in the futuro it Hay be edited into a book. kleanwhile whatever the form, itm 

serves the purponee of a memo. 
1 	 \ey f4e 

Thse are two tiny, pleasent and bro 	young women but the errors other than 

in typing are more than I've faced with any of the siUdents retyping for me. Mostly 

small words omitted, .corrections not picked up, etc. I gave them the fist half back 

-hterday and as soon as 1 finish the chapter I'm  adding IMl get the rent read and 

corrected. But it i taking me much more time because I  have to do so much checking 

against the original tart and they've not picked up what rasked them to do, indicate 

the pagan of finished typing on the rough. But 
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I'm satisfied.Howver, when it is all corrected 

Dave and Dennis. Unleshou see a real need for 

they are good, they are keeping at it and 

I'll have diskettes for you, Ferry, Jeryp 

his book or ime/e a desire for it I suggest 

you wait until ou have a chance to read what I've written. 

I think that when yoe do you'll see why -Newman stayed away other than when we 

invented 'Wu for Thanksgiving dinner in 1993. ne declined my offer of access to all by 

not accepting it and he declined a copy of the proof that Oswald had those high 

clearances, saying he'd get that record himself. It is not mentioned in his book that 

Oswald hod any clearances. That the CIA had its inordinate interest in Oswald does not 

originate with Newman. Anna Marie Kulis-Walko was amtoit and helped him, without men-

tion in bis book. Thal means on that nubect his book ie not new. It also is not 
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new that the CIA lies. he has nothing else both o meaning and dependable and he omits 

mach that is relevant. Some time ago I was told he is working on a book on Cuba. From 

this book it will be inflamatory, as quietly this one already is. Casfleimplicated" 

in the eseassination/aeed on fictions. Beginning to get the idea that other than in siz-

ing me up he stayed away? 

Thanks for the intereatinr ; Churchill reviews. 

On Bob Schulman I'm sure it is the Sarl-Naren-can-do-nom-wrong syndrome. 

I hni a a call yesterday Nioom a man who phoned several weeke ago. I then told 

him about PA! which ho said was not on sale wheerhe lives.Sa t'avels in his work and 
At 

the first ten bookstores he asked for a copy did not have it. All offered to order it. 

1 e got it at the 11th. 

The most probably explanation is their killing the subtitle without speaking to 

me. But they can't be so igno-ant and so stupid that they did not recognize the title a 

alone says Nothing at all about the book. So why shoul stores order it? Or browsers 
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other than jFK fans even look at it? Aside feem the it will sell only to those who 

spot my name. 

So now you knw0part of the reason 'gad not even toll them I fCniehed the seq- 

uel last year...If I'd had-a choiAc
\  
e I'd have used it. Beet to you all, 

ill  't4 


